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Certificate Services 
Smart Card Management  

SMART CARD SOLUTION 

Smart cards can be used to enhance the security in a company by providing 

strong authentication for employees or B2B partners. Smart Card 

Management is an add-on to Certificate Services. We offer complete 

lifecycle management for certificates stored on Smart Cards, which makes it 

easy for companies to start using them in their organization. 

One of the big challenges with smart cards is when users forget, loose or 

accidentally lock their cards. We have developed a solution where a 

colleague can help you to make enquiry to authorize personnel to unlock 

card or receive a temporary one. It is possible to adapt the workflow for your 

needs. This does not only increase the usability of the application but also 

the overall security.  

MULTIPLE USAGES FOR SMART CARDS 

To maximize the usage of the smart cards you can include other services, 

which perhaps already exists in your organization, such as adding the 

functionality of a passing card or print picture and personnel information to 

the card’s exterior and use them as a business identity card. It is also 

possible to add a magnetic strip or create a solution with a USB memory 

stick. 

In the beginning of an arrangement we will look through your needs and 

recommend which smart card format would be most suitable. We will also 

help you with recommendations it you want some sort of wireless 

technology for entrance added to the smart card.   

SIMPLE SMART CARD ADMINISTRATION 

To simplify the process when a problem occurs with a users smart card the 

administration tools verifies the card and suggests the steps that it believes 

the administrator wants to perform. If the card is locked the administrator will 

be transferred to the unlock procedure, if the certificate on the card is about 

to expire the program suggest to renew it. If the smart card is revoked the 

program will tell you.  

The fact that the administration tool is easy to use makes it possible to 

assign the task to the personnel most suitable in your company. The 

reception or the watch post in the company entrance is often the place you 

go to if you have forgot you passing card or key and now you can also move 

this function over there to get all support gathered in one location. 

  


